AGENDA ITEMS

None

Grimes County Road and Bridge Report:

Road & Bridge is continuing the maintenance of roads throughout the County.

Boom mow on CR 103, 104, 107, 123, 137 N., 137 S., 180 and 306.

Mow right of way on CR 160 and 161.

Removed down trees in County Right of Way.

Repair washout on CR 208.

Repaired potholes with performance grade coldmix on CR 185, 314, 315, 316, 413 and 415.

Lease trucks have been hauling base to CR 102, 106 and the Iola and FM 2445 stockpiles.

Neyland Bridge Construction has begun the bridge reconstruction on CR 323 bridge.

Glenn Fuqua, Inc. has completed the reconstruction of CR 204.

Deck on CR 409 bridge is being replaced. Runners on CR 175 bridge have been replaced.

Drainage:

Ditch work was performed on CR 123, Loads 89 (LF 2,269), CR 134, Loads 104 (LF 3,000), CR 180, Loads 15 (LF 480), CR 207, Loads 35 (890), CR 305, Loads 52 (LF 2,760), and CR 345, Loads 28 (LF 960).

Install Cross Culverts on CR 134 (15x30), CR 134 (15x24) and 1 load of base.

Side Ditching CR 116 (LF 8,240) and CR 117 (LF 17,540).

Repair washout on Harrison Dr. 6 loads of ditch dirt and washout on CR 180 (10 Loads0 ditch dirt.

Hauled 20 loads of Caliche to FM 2445 Yard.

Other: Bid packages for GLO 2016 grant project and Hurricane Harvey grant project are beginning advertising, with bids due in January.

Subdivision: Received construction plans for Muir Wood for review.

Asphalt paving was placed on Anderson Ridge.

Replat of Main Street Estates, Lot 44 is being processed.